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FOIA 2015-0008-S contains materials from the files of National Security Council staff member John Gordon who served as Special Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and Senior Director for Defense Policy and Arms Control from May 1989 to January 1993. (Note: A portion of the materials include records from Arnold Kanter who served in that same position until May 1989. These records could not be adequately identified and segregated but are included in the overall group.)

The Staff and Office Files contain memoranda, cables, and reports primarily related to arms control and non-proliferation discussions with the Soviet Union and its successor states. These materials also contain memoranda related to administrative details for meetings, trips, reports, etc. as well as those related to congressional budget items; drafts and discussions of the 1992 State of the Union Address; reports to Congress such as Adherence to and Compliance with Arms Control Agreements and the National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee; press releases, Q's and A's, and press statements related to such topics as the President’s Nuclear Initiative, START discussions, etc.; and routine correspondence from Congress and the general public related to views on arms control discussions, non-proliferation, and trade.

The following is a list of documents and folders processed in response to FOIA 2015-0008-S.

**Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files**
National Security Council
Gordon, John A., Files—Chronological Files

**Box 1**
- June 1989 [1] [OA/ID CF00296]
- June 1989 [2] [OA/ID CF00296]
- June 1989 [3] [OA/ID CF00296]
- July 1989 [1] [OA/ID CF00296]
- July 1989 [2] [OA/ID CF00296]

**Box 2**
- August 1989 [OA/ID CF00296]
- September 1989 [OA/ID CF00296]
- October 1989 [OA/ID CF00296]
- November 1989 [OA/ID CF00296]
- December 1989 [OA/ID CF00296]
Box 16
November 1990 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
November 1990 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
November 1990 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01561]
November 1990 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01561]

Box 17
December 1990 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #1 [6] [OA/ID CF01561]

Box 18
December 1990 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
December 1990 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01561]
January 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
January 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
January 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01561]
January 1991 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01561]

Box 19
January 1991 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
January 1991 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
February 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01561]
February 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01561]
February 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01561]
February 1991 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01561]

Box 20
March 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01556]
March 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01556]
March 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01556]
March 1991 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01556]
March 1991 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01556]
March 1991 #1 [6] [OA/ID CF01556]

Box 21
Backdated (April 1991) DC Packages [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01556]

Box 22
April 1991 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01556]
April 1991 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01556]
May 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01556]
Box 29
December 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01555]
December 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01555]
December 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01555]
December 1991 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01555]
December 1991 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01555]

Box 30
January 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01555]
January 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01555]
January 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01555]
January 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01555]

Box 31
January 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01552]
January 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01552]
January 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01552]
January 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01552]
January 1992 #2 [5] [OA/ID CF01552]

Box 32
February 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01552]
February 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01552]

Box 33
March 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01552]

Box 34
March 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #2 [5] [OA/ID CF01552]
March 1992 #2 [6] [OA/ID CF01552]

Box 35
April 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01553]
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Box 36
April 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01553]

Box 37
April 1992 #3 [1] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #3 [2] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #3 [3] [OA/ID CF01553]
April 1992 #3 [4] [OA/ID CF01553]

Box 38
May [1992] #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01553]
May [1992] #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01553]
May [1992] #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01553]

Box 39
May [1992] #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01553]
May [1992] #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01553]
May [1992] #2 [5] [OA/ID CF01553]

Box 40
June 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #1 [6] [OA/ID CF01554]

Box 41
June 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [1] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [2] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [3] [OA/ID CF01554]

Box 42
June 1992 #3 [1] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [2] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [3] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [4] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [5] [OA/ID CF01554]
June 1992 #3 [6] [OA/ID CF01554]
Box 43
August 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #1 [5] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
August 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]

Box 44
September 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01560]

Box 45
September 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]
September 1992 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01560]

Box 46
October 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
October 1992 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01560]

Box 47
November 1992 #1 [OA/ID CF01560]
November 1992 #2 [OA/ID CF01560]
December 1992 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
December 1992 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]
December 1992 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01560]
December 1992 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01560]

BOX 48
Gordon, John A., Files—Subject Files
ABM Treaty—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
ABM—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
ABM Treaty—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
ABM Treaty—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
AC Implementation—October 1990 [Empty] [OA/ID CF00954]
ACDA [Arms Control and Disarmament Agency]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
ACME [Arms Control in Middle East]—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
ACME [Arms Control in Middle East]—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
ACME [Arms Control in Middle East]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
ACME [Arms Control in Middle East]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
BOX 49
Air Force Academy, May [29], 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
[OA/ID CF01036]
Air Force—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Algeria—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
Algeria—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
ALPS [Accidental Launch Protection System]—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Annual Safety Report—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
Arms Control Visits—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
ASAT [Anti Satellite] [OA/ID CF00954]
ASAT [Anti Satellite]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
ASAT [Anti Satellite]—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]

BOX 50
Backchannel—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Backchannel—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Backchannel—July 1990 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01646]
Backchannel [Cables]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
Backchannel—September 1990 [Empty] [OA/ID CF00954]
Backchannel [Cables]—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
Backchannel [Cables]—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Backchannel [Cables]—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
Baltics November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Bartholomew-Karpov—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
Bartholomew Trip—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Base Closure—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Base Force—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]

BOX 51
B-2 [Bomber]—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
B-2—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
B-2 [Bomber]—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
B-2 [Bomber]—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
B-2 [Bomber]—July 1991 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01042]
B-2 [Bomber]—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
B-2 [Bomber]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
B-2 [Bomber]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
B-2 [Bomber]—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
B-2 [Bomber]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
B-52 [Bomber]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Bomber Roadmap—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]

BOX 52
Brain Drain—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Brain Drain—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Brain Drain—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639] [1]
Brain Drain—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639] [2]
Brain Drain—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
Brain Drain—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
Brain Drain—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
BOX 53

Brain Drain—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Brain Drain—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Brain Drain—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Brazil—October 1990 [Empty] [OA/ID CF00954]
Brazil—Rocket Motor Cases [OA/ID CF00954]
Bush—Gorbachev—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
Sensitive (Bush-Gorbachev)—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
[BW] Biological Warfare (BW)—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
BW [Biological Weapons]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
BW [Biological Weapons]—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
BW [Biological Weapons]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
BW [Biological Weapons]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
BW [Biological Weapons]—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
BW [Biological Weapons]—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
BW [Biological Weapons]—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01034]

Box 54

BW [Biological Weapons]—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
BW [Biological Weapons]—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
BW [Biological Weapons]—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
BW—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
BW [Biological Weapons]—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
BW [Biological Weapons]—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
BW [Biological Weapons]—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
BW [Biological Weapons]—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
BW [Biological Weapons]—September 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
BW [Biological Weapons]—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
BW [Biological Weapons]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]

Box 55

BW [Biological Weapons]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
BW [Biological Weapons]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
BW [Biological Weapons]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
BW [Biological Weapons]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
BW [Biological Weapons]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
BW [Biological Weapons]—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]

Box 56

BW [Biological Weapons]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
BW [Biological Weapons]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
BW [Biological Weapons]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
BW [Biological Weapons]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
BW [Biological Weapons]—JuniPER—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
BW [Biological Weapons]—JuniPER—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
BW [Biological Weapons]—JuniPER—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Byelarus—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Byelarus—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
Byelarus—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Byelarus—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Box 63

CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]/START Ratifications—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]

- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
- CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]

Box 64

- [Chain] Jack Chain—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
  - Cheney-to-King (UK) [United Kingdom] Letter—February 1991 [re: Strategic Forces in Europe] [OA/ID CF01034]
  - [Cheney] Dick Cheney Trip—London/Moscow—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
  - China—May 1991 [CF01036]
  - China—June 1991 [CF01037]
  - China—July 1991 [CF01042]
  - China—November 1991 [CF01652]
  - China—January 1992 [CF01659]
  - China—September 1992 [CF01653]
  - China—October 1992 [CF01587]
  - China—November 1992 [CF01564]
  - CIS [Commonwealth of Independent States]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
  - CIS [Commonwealth of Independent States]—Ballistic Missiles—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
  - Civil Defense—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
  - Civil Defense—NSD—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
  - Close Hold—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
  - Commonwealth—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
  - Commonwealth—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
  - [Commonwealth] New “Commonwealth” [OA/ID CF01656]

Box 65

- Computers—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
- Computers—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
- Computers—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
- Contingency Group—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
- Contingency Group—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
- Contingency Group—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
- Contingency Group—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
- Corps of Engineers—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
- CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe]—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]

CSCE [Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]


Box 66

CW [Chemical Weapons]—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]

Box 67

CW [Chemical Weapons]—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
CW—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—May 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01036]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—May 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF01036]
CW—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—November 1991 [CF01652]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]

Box 68

CW [Chemical Weapons]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
CW [Chemical Weapons]—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]

Box 69

DARPA—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Data Dental—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting—CFE [Conventional Forces in Europe]—July 18, 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
DC [Deputies Committee] Meeting—CW [Chemical Weapons]—July 20, 1990
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Defense Industrial Base—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Defense Planning Guide (DPG)—May 1992 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01644]
DPG [Defense Planning Guidance]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Defense Program—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]

Box 74
Defense and Space—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Defense and Space—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
Defense Speech—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
Defense Speech—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
Defense Strategy—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Defense Strategy—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Defense Strategy—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
Defense Strategy—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]

Box 75
Demirving—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Demirving—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
Demirving—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Demirving—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Demirving—June 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01643]
Demirving—June 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01643]
Demirving—June 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01643]

Box 76
Demirving—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Demirving—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Demirving—September 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01653]
Demirving—September 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01653]
Demirving—September 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01653]
Demirving—October 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01587]
Demirving—October 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01587]
Demirving—November 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01564]
Demirving—November 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01564]

Box 77
Demirving—December 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01564]
Demirving—December 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01564]
Desert Shield—January 1991
Desert Storm—Costs—June 1991
DOE [Department of Energy]—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
DOE [Department of Energy]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
DOE [Department of Energy]—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
DOE [Department of Energy]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
DOE [Department of Energy]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]

Box 78
DOE [Department of Energy]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
DOE [Department of Energy]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
DOE [Department of Energy]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Box 82
GAC [General Advisory Committee on Arms Control]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
GAC [General Advisory Committee on Arms Control]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 1]: ICBM Vulnerability
[OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 2]: Vulnerability of Strategic
Ballistic Nuclear Submarines [OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 3]: Strategic Relocatable Targets
[OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 4]: Costs and Uncertainties of
Proposed Upgrades [OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 5]: Current Status, Modernization
Plans, and Doctrine of British and French Nuclear Forces [OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 6]: A Comparison of ICBM’s and
SLBM’s [OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 7]: Modernizing Strategic
Bombers and Their Missiles [OA/ID CF01650]
GAO September 1992 U.S. Strategic Triad Report [Vol. 8]: Final report and
Recommendations [OA/ID CF01650]

Box 83
Gathering of Eagles—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Gathering of Eagles—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
GDI [Global Defense Initiative]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]

Box 84
German Airbase—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Geneva—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
Glavkosmos—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Glavkosmos—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
Glavkosmos—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Global Strategic Defenses—February 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01659]
Global Strategic Defenses—February 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01659]
Gorbachev—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]

Box 85
GPALS [Global Protection Against Limited Strikes]—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
GPALS [Global Protection Against Limited Strikes]—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
GPALS [Global Protection Against Limited Strikes]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
GPS [Global Protection System]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
GPS [Global Protection System]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Gulf War Air Power Survey—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Box 86
Hartman Group—1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Helsinki—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]

Box 87
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—October 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01648]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—October 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01648]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
HEU [Highly Enriched Uranium]/Pu [Plutonium]—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]

Box 88
IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
IAEA [International Atomic Energy Agency]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
INF [Intermediate Range Nuclear Forces]—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
Iran—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Iraq—July 1990 [CF01646]
Iraq—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
Iraq—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Iraq—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
Iraq—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
Iraq—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
Iraq—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Iraq—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]

Box 89
Irkutsk: August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
Israel—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
Israel—September 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
Israel—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Issue Papers—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]

Box 90
JROTC Program—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Juniper—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Juniper—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01034]
Justice Digital Telephony—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]

Box 91
Kazakhstan—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Kazakhstan—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Kazakhstan—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Kazakhstan—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Kimmitt—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
Kohl [Helmut]—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
Kokoshin, Andrei—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Korea—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Korea—September 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]

**Box 92**
Korea—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Korea—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Korea—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Korea—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Korea—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Krasnoyarsk—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Krasnoyarsk—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]

**Box 93**
Law of Sea—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Legislative Strategy—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Lehman—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Lisbon—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]

**Box 94**
Madrid—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01658]
Maritime Policy—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Material Accounting—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Meeting Notes—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Memcon [Telcon]—June 1991 [President George Bush and Mikhail Gorbachev May 27, 1991] [OA/ID CF01037]
Middle East Arms Control—February 1991 [OA/ID CF010134]
Middle East Arms Control—March 1991 [OA/ID CF010135]
Middle East Arms Control—April 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF010135]
Middle East Arms Control—April 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF010135]

**Box 95**
Middle East Arms Control—May 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF010136]
Middle East Arms Control—May 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF010136]
Middle East Arms Control—May 1991 [3] [OA/ID CF010136]
Middle East Arms Control—May 1991 [4] [OA/ID CF010136]
Middle East Arms Control—June 1991 [OA/ID CF010137]
Middle East Arms Control—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
Middle East Arms Control—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
MEAC [Middle East Arms Control]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]

**Box 96**
Military-to-Military Contacts—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Military-to-Military Contacts—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Military-to-Military Contacts—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Military-to-Military Contacts—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Ministerials—Brussels—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
Helsinki/Moscow Ministerials—September 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00953]
Helsinki/Moscow Ministerials—September 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF00953]
Helsinki/Moscow Ministerials—September 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF00953]
Moscow Ministerials—May 1990 (May 15–19, 1990) [1] [OA/ID CF01657]
Moscow Ministerials—May 1990 (May 15–19, 1990) [2] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington/Houston Ministerials [OA/ID CF01033]

Box 97
[OA/ID CF01036]
Moiseyev—September 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
Mortal Hill—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Moscow—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
Moscow—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Moscow—Follow-up—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Moscow Trip—February 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01659]
Moscow Trip—February 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01659]
Moscow Trip—February 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01659]

Box 98
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
MTCR—January—1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
MTCR [Missile Technology Control Regime]—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
MX [Missile]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
M-X [Missiles]—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]

Box 99
NACC [North Atlantic Cooperation Council]—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
National Space Council—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
National Space Council—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
National Space Council—April 1991 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01035]
NATO—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
NATO—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
NATO—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
NATO Implementation—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
NATO—Skipper—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
NATO—SLCM’s [Sea Launched Cruise Missiles]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
NATO Speech—May 1990
NATO Strategy—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
NATO Strategy Review—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]

Box 100
NCND [“Neither Confirm Nor Deny”]—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01624]
NCND [“Neither Confirm Nor Deny”]—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
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NCND [“Neither Confirm Nor Deny”]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
NCND [“Neither Confirm Nor Deny”]—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
New York—Baker-Shevardnadze—September 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF00953]
Noncircumvention—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Noncompliance—Appliance—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]

**Box 101**
Nonproliferation—May 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Nonproliferation—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Nonproliferation—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
Nonproliferation—January 1990 [OA/ID CF01034]
Nonproliferation—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Nonproliferation—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
Nonproliferation—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Nonproliferation—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Nonproliferation—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01640]
Nonproliferation—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Nonproliferation—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]

**Box 102**
Nonproliferation—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Nonproliferation—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Nonproliferation—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Nonproliferation—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Nonproliferation (Excom)—September 1992 [CF01653]
Nonproliferation Initiative—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Nonproliferation Initiative—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
North Korea—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
North Korea—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Notes—Georgia—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
NPT [Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons]—January 1992
[OA/ID CF01651]
NPT [Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons]—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
NRDC [Natural Resources Defense Council]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
NSC Meetings—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
NSC Meeting—Start—June 6, 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
NSC Meeting—Start—June 6, 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]

**Box 103**
NSR-28 February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
NSR-28 (North Korea) March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
NSR-28—April 1991 [North Korea]
NSR-28—June 1991 [North Korea] [OA/ID CF01037]
NSR-28—July 1991 [North Korea] [OA/ID CF01042]
NSR-28 (Korea)—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]

**Box 104**
- Nuclear Command and Control—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
- Nuclear Command and Control—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
- Nuclear Command/Control—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
- Nuclear Material Disposition—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
- Nuclear Testing—NSD—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
- Nuclear Testing—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
- Nuclear Testing—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
- Nuclear Testing—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
- Nuclear Testing—May 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01644]

**Box 105**
- Nuclear Testing—June 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01641]
- Nuclear Testing—July 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01642]

**Box 106**
- Nuclear Testing—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
- Nuclear Testing—September 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01653]
- Nuclear Testing—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]

**Box 107**
- Nuclear Testing—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
- Nuclear Testing—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
- Nuclear Testing Policy [1] [OA/ID CF01650]
- Nuclear Testing Policy [2] [OA/ID CF01650]
- Nuclear Testing Policy [3] [OA/ID CF01650]
- Nuclear Test Program—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
- Nuclear Test Talks [NTT], Round IV [1] [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Test Talks [NTT], Round IV [2] [OA/ID CF00297]

**Box 108**
- Nuclear Testing Talks [NTT], Round V [October-December 1989] [1] [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Testing Talks [NTT], Round V [October-December 1989] [2] [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Testing Talks [NTT], Round V [October-December 1989] [3] [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Testing Talks [NTT], Round V [October-December 1989] [4] [OA/ID CF00297]
- [Nuclear Testing Talks] (NTT), Round V—Soviet Statements [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#1) [June-August 1989] [1] [OA/ID CF00297]
- Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#1) [June-August 1989] [2] [OA/ID CF00297]
Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#1) [June-August 1989] [3]
[OA/ID CF00297]

Box 109
Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#2) [June-August 1989] [1]
[OA/ID CF00297]
Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#2) [June-August 1989] [2]
[OA/ID CF00297]
Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#2) [June-August 1989] [3]
[OA/ID CF00297]
Nuclear Testing Talks (NTT) Round VI (Folder#2) [June-August 1989] [4]
[OA/ID CF00297]
Nuclear Weapons Deployment (NSD-72)—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Nuclear Weapons Deployment—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authorization FY ‘92 and FY’ 93—July 1992
[OA/ID CF01642]
Nuclear Weapon Policy—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Nuclear Weapons Safety—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Nuclear Weapons Stockpile Plan (FY ’92–FY ’97)—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Nunn-Lugar Amendment—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Nunn-Lugar—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Nunn-Lugar—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]

Box 110
Open Skies—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
Open Skies—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Open Skies—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
Open Skies—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
Open Skies—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Open Skies—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Open Skies—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Open Skies—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Open Skies—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Open Skies—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Open Skies—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Open Skies—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
OSTP [Office of Science and technology Policy]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]

Box 111
Pakistan [July 1990] [OA/ID CF01654]
Pakistan—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Pakistan—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Pakistan—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Pan Am Sat—June 1991 [Satellite/Telecommunications] [OA/ID CF01037]
Pan Am Sat—July 1991 [Satellite/Telecommunications] [OA/ID CF01042]
Patriot—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Patriot—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Peacekeeping—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Peacekeeping—September [OA/ID CF01653]
Peacekeeping—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Pell Report [Nonproliferation]—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]
Box 112

Compliance, Pell Report—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01643]
PG [Pentagon]—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
Plutonium—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #1 [1] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #1 [2] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #1 [3] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #1 [4] [OA/ID CF01655]

Box 113

President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #2 [2] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #2 [3] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #2 [4] [OA/ID CF01655]
President’s Nuclear Initiative [PNI]—September 27, 1991 #2 [5] [OA/ID CF01655]

Box 114

PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Bartholomew-Obukov—November 1991 [1]
[OA/ID CF01656]
PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Bartholomew-Obukov—November 1991 [2]
[OA/ID CF01656]
1. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: General [OA/ID CF01650]
2. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Ground /Naval Tactical Weapons [Empty]
   [OA/ID CF01650]
3. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Air-Delivered Tactical Nuclear Weapons [Empty]
   [OA/ID CF01650]
4. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: ICBM Demirving/Strategic Reductions [Empty]
   [OA/ID CF01650]
5. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Nuclear Command and Control [OA/ID CF01650]
6. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Safety, Security, Storage and Transportation
   [OA/ID CF01650]
7. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Warhead Dismantlement [OA/ID CF01650]
8. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Fissile Material Ban [OA/ID CF 01650]
9. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Non-nuclear Defense [Empty] [OA/ID CF01650]
10. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Ballistic Missile Early Warning [Empty]
    [OA/ID CF01650]
11. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Soviet CTB/Moratorium [OA/ID CF01650]
12. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Nuclear Weapons in the Republics
    [OA/ID CF016520]

Box 115

13. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: $400 Million [1] [OA/ID CF01650]
13. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: $400 Million [2] [OA/ID CF01650]
14. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Republics [OA/ID CF01650]
15. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Allied Consultations [OA/ID CF01650]
   1. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: General [1] [OA/ID CF01658]
   1. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: General [2] [OA/ID CF01658]
   1. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: General [3] [OA/ID CF01658]
   2. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Ground/Naval Tactical Weapons [OA/ID CF01658]
   3. PNI [President’s Nuclear Initiative]: Air-Delivered Tactical Nuclear Weapons [Empty]
Box 116

4. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: ICBM Demirving / Strategic Reductions [OA/ID CF01658]
5. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Nuclear Command and Control [1] [OA/ID CF01658]
6. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Nuclear Command and Control [2] [OA/ID CF01658]
6. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Safety, Security, Storage and Transportation [OA/ID CF01658]
7. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Warhead Dismantlement [OA/ID CF01658]
8. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Fissile Material Ban [OA/ID CF01658]
9. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Non-Nuclear Defenses [OA/ID CF01658]
10. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Ballistic Missile Early Warning [Empty] [OA/ID CF01658]
11. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Soviet CTB/Moratorium [Empty] [OA/ID CF01658]
12. PNI [President's Nuclear Initiative]: Nuclear Weapons in the Republic [OA/ID CF01658]

Box 117

Moscow Trip (PNI) [President's nuclear Initiative]—October 4, 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01652]
Moscow Trip (PNI) [President's nuclear Initiative]—October 4, 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF01652]
PNI: Moscow Trip—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01650]
Policy Group (Contingency)—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Policy Group—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Policy Group—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Policy Group—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Policy Group—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Policy Group—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Port Security—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Port Security—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Port Security—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
PPCM [Perimeter-portal Continuous Monitoring]—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Presidential Dinner: JCS/CINC's (June 10, 1992)—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Press Dinner—SecDef/CINC’s/JCS—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]

Box 118

Presidential Speeches—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Presidential Speech (April 9, 1992)—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Press—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Proliferation—April 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]
Proliferation—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
Pu [Plutonium]—238—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]
Pu [Plutonium]—238—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Pu [Plutonium]—238—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
PU-238 May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]

Box 119

Reactor Safety—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Reactor Safety—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Reactor Safety—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Reactor Safety—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Reactor Safety—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Reactor Safety—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Reactor Safety—August 1992 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01638]
Reactor Safety—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Reactor Safety—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Reactor Safety—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Report to Congress—Soviet Noncompliance—March 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01639]
Reserve Call Up—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]

Box 120
Russia, December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
Russia—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
Russia—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Russia—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Russia—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01660]
Russia—May 1992 [OA/ID CF01644]
Russia—June 1992 [OA/ID CF01641]
Russia—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Russia—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
Russia—November 1992 [OA/ID CF01587]
Russia—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01564]
Russia—Nuclear Release—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Russia/Republics—November 1991 [OA/ID CF01652]

Box 121
Savannah River—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
SCC [Standing Consultative Commission]—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
SCC [Standing Consultative Commission]—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
SCC [Standing Consultative Commission]—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
SCC [Standing Consultative Commission]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
SCG [Special Consultative Group]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
SDI—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
SDI—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
SDI—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
SDI—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
SDI—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
SDI—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
SDI—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
SDI—May 1991 [OA/ID CF01036]
SDI—June 1991 [OA/ID CF01037]

Box 122
SDI—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]
SDI—August 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
SDI—September 1991 [OA/ID CF01655]
SDI—September 1991 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01655]
SDI—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
SDI—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01653]
Sealift Policy—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Sec Def’s Annual Report—January 1992 [OA/ID CF01651]
SIOP [Single Integrated Operational Plan]—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—April 1992
[OA/ID CF01637]
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—May 1992
[OA/ID CF01644]
[OA/ID CF01641]
[OA/ID CF01641]
[OA/ID CF01641]
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—July 1992
[OA/ID CF01642]

Box 127
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—August 1992
[OA/ID CF01638]
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—September 1992
[OA/ID CF01638]
SSD [Nuclear Weapons, Safety, Security, and Dismantlement]—October 1992
[OA/ID CF01648]
[OA/ID CF01642]
[OA/ID CF01642]
START/Blackbird—June 1990 [Empty] [OA/ID CF01657]
START/Blackbird—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Blackbird—August 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
START/Blackbird—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
START/Blackbird—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
START/Blackbird—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
START/Blackbird—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
START/Blackbird—January 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
START/Blackbird—February 1991 [OA/ID CF01034]
START/Blackbird—July 1991 [OA/ID CF01042]

Box 128
START—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
START—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01646]
START [Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty]—August 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01654]
START—August 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF01654]
START—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
START—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
START—November 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]
START—December 1990 [OA/ID CF01033]

Box 129
START—January 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—January 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—January 1991 [3] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—January 1991 [4] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—February 1991 [1] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—February 1991 [2] [OA/ID CF01034]
START—March 1991 [OA/ID CF01035]

Box 140
Washington Summit—June 1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington Summit—June 1990 [2] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington Summit—June 1990 [3] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington Summit—June 1990 [4] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington Summit—June 1990 [5] [OA/ID CF01657]
Washington Summit—Follow Up [OA/ID CF01657]

Box 141
Tacit Rainbow—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]
Targeting—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
Targeting—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01654]
Targeting—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Targeting—Budget Strategy—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
TASM [Tactical Air-to-Surface Missile]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
Telecommunications—July 1990 [OA/ID CF01640]
Telecommunications—PCC [Policy Coordinating Committee]—October 1990 [OA/ID CF00954]
Thule Fylingdales—August 1990 [OA/ID CF01654]
Trade Policy—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]
Transition Papers [OA/ID CF01650]
Tritium—July 1992 [OA/ID CF01642]
Tritium—August 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Tritium—September 1992 [OA/ID CF01638]
Turnberry—June 1990 [OA/ID CF01657]

Box 142
UK [United Kingdom]—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
UK [United Kingdom]—April 1992 [CF01637]
Ukraine—November 1991 [CF01652]
Ukraine—December 1991 [CF01656]
Ukraine—January 1992 [CF01651]
Ukraine—March 1992 [CF01639]
Ukraine—April 1992 [1] [CF01651]
Ukraine—April 1992 [2] [CF01651]
Ukraine—May 1992 [CF01644]
Ukraine—June 1992 [CF01644]
Ukraine—July 1992 [CF01642]

Box 143
Ukraine—August 1992 [CF01638]
Ukraine—September 1992 [CF01638]
Ukraine—October 1992 [CF01648]
Ukraine—November 1992 [Empty] [CF01642]
Ukraine—December 1992 [CF01564]
Ungroup—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
Ungroup—March 1992 [OA/ID CF01639]

**Box 144**
- Ungroup /Steering—April 1992 [OA/ID CF01637]
- Ungroup Meeting—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
- Ungroup Meeting—September 1990: Ungroup Meeting—September 18 [OA/ID CF00953]
- USS Baton Rouge—February 1992 [OA/ID CF01659]
- W-88 [Nuclear Warhead]—December 1991 [OA/ID CF01656]
- Washington Meetings—September 1990 [OA/ID CF00953]
- Wisner Trip—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01648]

**Box 145**
Gordon, John A., Files—Travel Files
- [Arnold Kanter] “Travel” File—1990 [1] [OA/ID CF01559]

**Box 146**
- [Binder]: [Background Papers for Meeting to Discuss Nuclear Safety Initiative for Lisbon Coordinating Conference—April 1992] [1] [OA/ID CF01938]
- [Binder]: [Background Papers for Meeting to Discuss Nuclear Safety Initiative for Lisbon Coordinating Conference—April 1992] [2] [OA/ID CF01938]
- [Binder]: [Background Papers for Meeting to Discuss Nuclear Safety Initiative for Lisbon Coordinating Conference—April 1992] [3] [OA/ID CF01938]

**Box 147**
- [Binder]: [Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty Meeting between Secretary of State James Baker and Russian Foreign Minister Kozyrev at Lisbon, Portugal—May 23-24, 1992] [1] [OA/ID CF01938]
- [Binder]: [Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty Meeting between Secretary of State James Baker and Russian Foreign Minister Kozyrev at Lisbon, Portugal—May 23-24, 1992] [2] [OA/ID CF01938]
- [Binder]: [Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty Meeting between Secretary of State James Baker and Russian Foreign Minister Kozyrev at Lisbon, Portugal—May 23-24, 1992] [3] [OA/ID CF01938]
Box 148
Gordon, John A., Files—Working Files
Demirving (#1)—October 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#1)—October 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#2)—November 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#2)—November 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01960]

Box 149
Demirving (#3)—December 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#3)—December 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#3)—December 1992 [3] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#3)—December 1992 [4] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#3a)—December 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#3a)—December 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01960]

Box 150
Demirving (#4)—January 1993 [1] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#4)—January 1993 [2] [OA/ID CF01960]
Demirving (#4)—January 1993 [3] [OA/ID CF01960]
Post-Election 1992 [OA/ID CF01960]

Box 151

Box 152
Miscellaneous—December 1992—January 1993 [#1] [1] [OA/ID CF01959]
Miscellaneous—December 1992—January 1993 [#1] [2] [OA/ID CF01959]
Miscellaneous—December 1992—January 1993 [#1] [3] [OA/ID CF01959]
Miscellaneous—December 1992—January 1993 [#1] [4] [OA/ID CF01959]
Miscellaneous—December 1992—January 1993 #2 [1] [OA/ID CF01959]

Box 153
Russia (#1)—October 1992—January 1993 [OA/ID CF01959]
Russia (#2)—October 1992—January 1993 [OA/ID CF01959]
Steering Group—October 1992—January 1993 [OA/ID CF01959]

Box 154
Ukraine #1—October 1992 [OA/ID CF01959]
Ukraine #2—November 1992 [1] [OA/ID CF01959]
Ukraine #2—November 1992 [2] [OA/ID CF01959]
Ukraine #3—December 1992 [OA/ID CF01959]
Ukraine #4—January 1993 [OA/ID CF01959]